
 
 
 

19R1 Veeva Align 
Questions and Answers 
 
Q: In Global search, can the auto approval have certain criteria for implicit approval? 
A: Yes, the approval rules can be customized based on your criteria. For more information on creating approval 

rules, please see the documentation here: 
https://alignhelp.veeva.com/doc/Content/Align/TargetingFeedback/ApprovalProcessConfig.htm#Approv
alRules  

Q: Can you provide more details about the process task enhancements? 
A: The process task drill down feature makes the lives of the Align admins easier. As a way to manage all the 
processes running in Align, customers often use a report of the process task object to easily sift through the 
processes. Previously, when the user selected the link in the report of a process task record it would take the 
user to the Align back end where more information displayed but the success and error logs were not 
selectable. With the new enhancement, the link on the process record now displays the Align UI where success 
and error logs can be easily viewed. 

Q: Can I interrupt feedback cloning? How do I opt out of it? 
A: Cloning Feedback is optional. Ops Admin users can clone an MC Cycle, then subsequently choose whether 

to clone the feedback from the source cycle. Additionally, if Targeting Rules are used, administrators 
can control feedback cloning at a more granular level by specifying whether certain Segments 
(Targeting Rule Groups) should be excluded by the clone. 

Q: How does the data get into the Geography object? 
A: As part of the 19R1 release, Veeva copied over the existing geography records from the Geography Territory 

object and placed these geographies into the new Geography object. Align also supplements the 
geography object with all Veeva sourced postal codes for active countries in the Align instance. 
Additional geographies can be added through the Align UI or using the Align data loader. 

Additional questions?  
Contact your customer support representative. 
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